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Similar to the recoveries from the past three recessions, Connecticut’s job recovery from the pandemic-
induced recession of 2020 continues to lag the job recovery for the U.S. as a whole. Specifically, as of 
July 2022—the most recent month data are available—Connecticut is on track to close its job shortfall in 
June 2023, nearly a year after the U.S., which already closed its job shortfall. The other major dynamic 
in the labor market during the ongoing recovery is that wage growth for low- and middle-wage workers 
in Connecticut has outpaced wage growth for low- and middle-wage workers in the U.S. and it has also 
outpaced wage growth for high-wage workers in both the U.S. and Connecticut. This exceptional wage 
growth dynamic is helping to reduce wage inequality and raise the standard of living for low- and middle-
wage workers in Connecticut, especially low-wage workers. At the same time, the slower job recovery 
is contributing to a slower economic recovery more broadly that is limiting the tax revenue available to 
establish a permanent, fair tax system and make sustained, critical investments, both of which are essential 
for further raising the standard of living for low- and middle-wage workers.

The purpose of Connecticut Voices for Children’s (CT Voices’) annual State of Working Connecticut report 
is to provide a detailed overview of Connecticut’s labor market and occasionally to dive deeper into the 
status of certain workers. The report proceeds in three sections.

The first section provides an overview of 
Connecticut’s employment situation, which 
relies in part on new, detailed employment 
measures calculated by the authors. The key 
findings are below:

• Connecticut’s job recovery from the 
pandemic-induced recession lags the 
job recovery for the U.S. as a whole, 
and the job growth gap between the 
U.S. and Connecticut is on track to 
expand.

• Connecticut’s slower job recovery 
is due in part to the decline in state 
and local government jobs, the sector 
over which policymakers have the 
most direct control. 

• Connecticut’s slower job recovery 
is due in part to both its diminished, 
inequitable labor force participation 
rate, and its above average, 
inequitable unemployment rate.

• Connecticut’s slower job recovery 
is contributing to a slower economic 
recovery more broadly, which limits 
the growth in the state’s tax base 
and in turn the revenue available 
to establish a permanent, fair tax 
system and make sustained, critical 
investments, both of which would 
raise the standard of living for low- 
and middle-wage workers.



The second section provides an overview of Connecticut’s wage growth, inequality, and gaps, which relies 
in part on new, detailed wage measures calculated by the authors. The key findings are below:

• In a break from the dominant trend over the past four decades, the real hourly wage in Connecticut 
has recently grown more for low- and middle-wage workers than for high-wage workers.

• The recent greater real wage growth for low- and middle-wage workers in Connecticut is due in 
large part to the increase in the minimum wage and the tightening of the labor market.

• The recent greater real wage growth for low- and middle-wage workers in Connecticut is essential 
for reducing the state’s high level of wage inequality and in turn income and wealth inequality.

• Public sector jobs, which are highly unionized, are essential for reducing Connecticut’s high 
level of wage inequality.

• Increases in age, education, and union coverage are all associated with a higher hourly wage. 
These key wage factors vary across major sectors and industries as well as across major 
demographic groups and explain some but not all of the variation in the hourly wage.

• The gender wage gap is substantial and increases at higher wage percentiles, connecting the 
gender wage gap to wage inequality. The gender wage gap also remains substantial even when 
controlling for the key factors of experience, education, union coverage, and more.

• The Black-white wage gap is substantial and increases at higher wage percentiles, connecting 
the racial wage gap to wage inequality. The Black-white wage gap also remains substantial even 
when controlling for the key factors of experience, education, union coverage, and more.

• The Hispanic or Latino/a/x-white wage gap is substantial and increases at higher wage percentiles, 
connecting the ethnic wage gap to wage inequality. The Hispanic or Latino/a/x-white wage gap 
also remains substantial even when controlling for the key factors of experience, education, 
union coverage, and more.

The third section provides policy recommendations to address issues with Connecticut’s employment 
situation and its wage growth, inequality, and gaps. The policy recommendations are below:

• Strengthen the minimum wage. Three options include: inflation index Connecticut’s income tax 
to prevent a built-in annual tax increase on minimum-wage workers; maintain the scheduled 
annual increase in the minimum wage even if a recession occurs; and increase the minimum 
wage to a living wage.

• Strengthen the labor market and economy. Two options include: make child care more accessible 
and affordable; and make Connecticut’s tax system fairer.

• Strengthen worker power, especially for workers without union coverage. Two options include: 
require employers to provide a fair work week schedule for low-wage workers; and limit the 
ability of employers to use noncompete agreements for low-wage workers.

• Strengthen worker power through increased union coverage. One option includes: fill public 
sector jobs.


